
 

91902v1a Assessment Tips 
Kura Solutions Assessment for 91902v1a 

Achieved 

Below are common errors/omissions which result in learners falling short of the Achieved Grade. 

• Not testing their own database. It is strongly recommended that learners do the following. 

o Make a copy of their database for testing (TEST DATABASE). 

o Use the TEST DATABASE to enter new records (they can make up the records – as long as 

they check that it will allow them to enter data as expected). 

o Where possible, get someone else to use the TEST DATABASE to enter records as well. This 

will ensure the testing is more robust. 

o Generate reports and check these against the supplied data to ensure they are showing 

correct information. 

o Double-check the brief AND the assessment instructions to ensure they have produced all the 

reports, forms, etc required. Note: Some learners are missing the modifications required to 

the database - set out in Part B of the Assessment. 

o Note: Learners at all levels tend to forget to check that EACH of the items on the database 

dashboard opens the relevant object (report/form). 

Merit 

Below are common errors/omissions which result in learners falling short of the Merit Grade. 

• Not providing evidence of how information from testing was used to improve the database. 

Learners need to make sure they provide evidence of: 

o what they tested (including any stakeholder feedback) 

o what information they gathered from this testing 

o how this helped them improve the database (ie how did they change the database in 

response to the results of the testing/stakeholder feedback. 

Important Note: The above evidence does not have to be in written form. Learners can use a 

video or audio log to summarise the testing and changes they made. They can also use a 

combination of written and visual (eg screenshots) evidence.  

• Not ensuring the data is structured, organised ,and queried logically. Learners need check that 

reports, forms, etc are logical. Do they make sense to the average user? It can be helpful for 

learners to get feedback from someone else to ensure what the learner thinks is logical, is actually 

logical to others! 

Learners also need to ensure that underlying data is structured and organised logically (in the 

tables, including table relationships), and that logical queries are used (ie queries that only 

include relevant information, do not include duplicates, etc). As a starting point, checking that 

forms, reports, etc work correctly and logically will help them determine whether the underlying 

data is structured, organised, and queried logically. 

  



 

Excellence 

Those learners who fell short of Excellence did not demonstrate the use of efficient tools and 

techniques to produce the database. The supplied brief allows for plenty of opportunities for learners 

to demonstrate this. Examples include: 

• Rather than producing four different reports for the item types (kayaks, surfboards, etc), use a 

parameter query (or form with an underlying parameter query) to produce a single report from 

which the required item type can be selected.  

o Learners can refer to Section 5 (Using a form to filter a report) in the Merit and 

Excellence Resources file for more details on how to do this. 

• Using combo boxes on forms to aid data entry. 

• Showing how they planned the layout, etc of forms and reports to ensure a more efficient 

development process. 

• Refer to page 17 to 23 of the Excellence Exemplar in the Assessment Sample Answers file for more 

examples and details of the above. 

Some learners who fell short of Excellence did not provide sufficient evidence of their iterative 

improvement of the database. Please note that this evidence does not need to be in written form: 

learners may use a video or audio log to summarise the testing and changes they made. They can also 

use a combination of written and visual (eg screenshots) evidence. 

 

 

 


